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Thank you so much for your interest in my paintings. It really means a lot to me.  
 
Small paintings are an important part of my painting practice. I like the intimacy that a 

small canvas provides; the way it draws me in closer.  

 
Most of these paintings were produced in the last year. Many in the last 6 months. 

The first 6 paintings you will see here are landscapes of the Arcadia Marsh Preserve, a rare 

313 acre Great Lakes Coastal Marsh located about 4 miles from my home in Michigan. It is 

a place Melanie Parke and I spend a lot of time walking its 3/4 mile boardwalk out into the 

marsh.  It is a diverse plant and bird ecosystem that I find to be inspirational. It’s a 

landscape so vast and diverse in scale I’m not sure I can ever recreate it’s feel but I love 

trying.  
The next group you will see is a series of fall forest paintings. This series started as studies 

for a larger canvas. The motif of looking through the trees to a body of water is one that 

has always interested me for its quintessential Northern Michigan feel of what lies deep 

with in the woods. Also included in this collection are several dusk scenes, the time of day 

when nature on our property becomes mystical.  

If you see something you would like to purchase please email me at 

richardkooymanart@gmail.com.  I will respond to the requests in the order that I receive 

them. Paintings that are no longer available will be marked SOLD as soon as I know. If you 

email me and your selection just sold to someone else I will email or message you back 

right away. 
 
Prices include free shipping in the US.  
 
Payments can be made through PayPal or Venmo or you can send me a check. You and I 

can also arrange a payment plan if it would be of help to stretch out payments over time.  
Payment details will be included in our correspondence.  
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Arcadia Marsh In August #1   2021      11” x 14” oil on canvas       $1200  SOLD



Arcadia Marsh In August #2    2021      14” x 18” oil on canvas      $1600



Arcadia Marsh In August #3   2021       18” x 24”  oil on canvas       $2600 SOLD



Arcadia Marsh In August #4   2021       11” x 14” oil on canvas         $1200



Arcadia Marsh #5   2021       12” x 16” oil on canvas         $1400  SOLD



Arcadia Marsh #5   2021       16” x 16” oil on canvas         $1600



Fall Study #1    2021      12” x 12” oil on canvas        $1200



Fall Study #2      2021     12” x 12” oil on canvas   $1200  SOLD



Fall Study #3     2021      12” x 12” oil on canvas   $1200  SOLD



Fall Study #4   2021     12” x 12” oil on canvas   $1200



Pines On The Beach   2021       11” x 14” oil on canvas       $1200   SOLD



Peak Glow     2021       11” x 14” oil on canvas       $1200 SOLD



Twilight    2021       11” x 14” oil on canvas       $1200   SOLD



The Arcadia Marsh Preserve, located just south of Arcadia, Michigan is a rare 313 acre 
Great Lakes Coastal Marsh.  It is estimated that over 80% of all original Great Lakes 
marshes have been destroyed. The Arcadia Marsh is one of only 15 or so remaining 
coastal marshes along Lake Michigan’s Lower Peninsula shoreline and one of the most 
productive and diverse ecosystems in the country.  
The Marsh was first acquired by the Grand Traverse Regional Land conservancy in 2008 
and since then they have worked diligently to return it to its natural state.   
The Preserve is a vast landscape to try to paint. It’s filled with both minute natural details 
and far vistas, and the temperature and light can change depending on the time of day 
and weather conditions. To learn more about the marsh visit https://www.gtrlc.org/
recreation-events/preserve/arcadia-marsh-nature-preserve/
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